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Wow 3.3 5 macro guide

To the new location please click here. Basics macro here are some basic commands used when scripting macros: / Target - enemy target, friendly player or npc/focus - enemy focus, friendly player or npc/help - help a friendly player/cast - cast spell/castsequence - cast spells in the designated order/use - use consumer or item/equip - equip case/attack start &lt;----- To combat
start your automatic examaple attack /castsequence : /castsequence reset =110/combat/target/Icy Touch,Plague Strike,Blood Strike,Heart Strike,Death Coil,Death Coil,Icy Touch,Plague Strike,Blood Strike,Heart Strike,Death Coil*On Note/Castsequence* the reset= is a condition for the macro to reset, you can use a numeric value in seconds like reset=10 , This macro will reset to
the first spell in the sequence after 10 seconds of inactivity (pressing the button). You can also use Reset=Target to reset macros when changing targets. Input an item or a spell to macro is done very easily by keeping the shift down while clicking on the spell or item icon on your skills tab or inventory.* Pet commands as follows: / Petpassive - put the pet in passive/petdefensive -
put the pet in defensive/petaggressive - says your pet to attack any Something and everything /petattack - sends your pet to attack /petfollow - says your pet is looking for you/petstay - says put your pet to stay [modifier:shift], [shifter:ctrl], [modifer:alt] – modifiers allow you to add more decision-making abilities to macros. With an additional modifier key in combination with the
attached macro key, you are able to combine the added condition to your macro. Does that make sense? If not, just read and I'm sure you'll start to understand when you see them in the field of different macros. @— The @icon already means the target is used = so if you see a macro with @Focus or @mousover, this means that the action would be directed to your focus goal or
mouseover target, respectively. *Note@ symbol is for 4.1+ use target= Example: /cast [@focus] Misdirection 4.1+ /cast [target=focus] Misdirection 3.3.3 Note some @functions work with 3.3.5 (go figure) This is an example of a macro with the @works, It's multi-function hunter I mark pet attack pet resuscitation call and mend/cast [nopet,nomod] pat call/cast [@pet,dead][mod:shift]
pet revival/cast [mod:ctrl] mend pet/petfollow [@target,noexists] / cast [@mouseover,damage] hunter sign; [Injury] Mark Hunter/stopmacro [MOD] / Target [@mouseover, injury] / petattack [@target,damage] (it's exactly 255 characters, and it was a pain in the butt to make it to 255. that was when I discovered that some @ working at 3.3.5) / Use 13 - use trinket in your top triple
slot/use 14 - use trinket in your bottom trinket slot/script script – Prevents an on-screen error message when an ability is not ready. It's handy to eliminate on-screen spam combat messages you get when quickly pressing a macro key. Each piece of gear we wear is assigned a number as follows: 1 = head 2 = neck 3 = shoulder 4 = shirt 5 = chest 6 = belt 7 = legs 8 = feet 9 = wrist
10 = gloves 11 = finger 1 12 = finger 2 13 = trinket 1 14 = trinket 2 15 = back 16 = main hand 17 = off hand 18 = ranged 19 = tabard using the gear slot number as opposed to the actual item name is a more practical way of doing things. This not only makes it easier for macro scripting, but also allows for more freedom when swapping gear. Important equipment slots remember: 13
– Trinket 1 14 – Trinket 2 *Note* Instant cast spell can be linked in the same macro, spells with cooldowns can't be linked together unless it's by/castsequence, the same cooldown spells can be linked together but sometimes one or the other fail to execute (i don't think anyone knows why lol, if you find out let me know) *Notes about spell names and ranks* The/cast command is
pretty picky when it comes to your spell name. In order to successfully cast a spell you must use the correct spelling, punction, distance, etc. The best way to guarantee you enter the right name is to open your spell book while writing macros, place your helper location in the macro where the spell should be, and change the spell in your spell book. Enter this exact spell name
including your rank like the following: / Cast Word Shadow: Pain (Rank 5) You can safely remove (rank 5) from macro and it will automatically select the highest rank—assuming you want, of course; There are many situations where the utility is to use a specific rank (such as the specific timing in Warlock's exile). Be careful, though... Some spells with Your Name Pront may
require some coddling. For example, using the click shift on the wild fire spell droid is the following macro production: / Cast Faerie Fire (Feral)(Rank 2) If you remove the total (rank 2), the internal code that translates the spell name gets confused by (Feral) thinking it is ranked and not cast spell. You have to change it to the following in order to make it work as expected: / Cast
Faerie Fire (Feral)() the empty prands as the rank of them is seen in the end. Because they're empty, Parser picks your highest rank and casts the spell. You can also use empty prancers for other spells, but with 255 character limits, space is definitely an issue. Stance:0/1/2/.../n Stance is the generic term used for warriors', Druids', 'rogue' (stealth), priests' (shadow shape) and
Shaman's (Ghost Wolf) form. Positions are applicable only to situations where certain abilities can only be used in certain forms. For this reason, Paladin Halo (despite being deformed And the predatory aspects of the position are not taken into view. The simplest form of [positioning], as mentioned earlier, means you're in every position anyway. This is equivalent to
[position:1/2/3/.../n] where n is the number of positions you take. [Position:0] is equivalent to [nostance], so you can use contingents such as [position:0/3] for proper evaluation if you are either in position 3 or not in any position. Their stance is ordered the same way they appear in their deformation bar. So the inoids with bears, aquatics, cats, and travel forms will have a stance of
1 to 4. Here's a simple chart to help you remember the position number: stance ---------- warrior----------droid----------droid----------serge----------serge----------serm 1 battle position bears shadow form stealth ghost wolf 2 aquatic defensive stance Form 3 Berserker position cat form 4 travel form 5 Moonkin form, tree life 6 flight form using focus unit ID such as target, player, or
raidpet1target It allows you to reference the mob, player, or NPC you specify. The easiest to use is focus with key connections. There are two focus-related functions in the connection menu: focus target, and target focus. Focus aims to focus your focus on whatever you're currently targeting (it's your focus clear if you have nothing targeted). Once you have a focus set, you can
use it as a single ID for any other command. The focus goal will, as you might guess, be focused on your entity's goal. However, these connections don't really use full focus. In order to get the most explosions for your buck, you need to use macros with macro options. One of the most common uses is to set a population control goal. A meij can choose a mob to sheep and set it
up as its focus. Now they can change targets for DPS and use the following macros whenever they need to re-sheep. /Cast [target=focus] polymorph or perhaps healer can adjust your focus to the main tank. With an add-on like FocusFrame ( , they then have a frame dedicated to their main repository that they can easily use for healing. In addition to key connections, there are
also /focus and /clearfocus slash commands. With no parameter,/focus works exactly like key connection, setting your current goal as your focus. You can also specify any valid unit (see targeting above) or name as a parameter to/focus: / Focus party3target Here is an example of more advanced focus: / Focus [target=focus, noharm] [target=focus, dead] [shift] / stopmacro
[target=focus, noexists] /cast [target=focus] Polymorph The first line sets your focus to your current target (or clears your focus if you don't have a target) in one of the following situations: • You don't have a harmful focus (either it's friendly) There is or is not) • Your current focus is dead • You are keeping a modifier key (in case you want to change your focus after you already have
a valid one) the second line keeps the macro from acting if you don't focus. Finally, it throws the polymorph on your focus. This will give you a one-button solution to control your population with focus. You may realize that we can use a bet there in command/cast instead of a separate command/stopmacro. However, /stopmacro afford us a little more flexibility by stopping any other
commands we may add to the next macro (such as alerts at/p). It's possible to swap your target and focus, as you juggerate in effect two goals you can between: / cleartarget [target=target, dead] /clearfocus [target=focus, dead] /target focus/cleartarget [target=focus, noexists] /targetlasttarget/focus target/targetlasttarget The first two clear lines the target and/or focus if they are
dead (if you really want to keep track of multiple dead targets, e.g. to resurrect or loot them, then delete those lines). A fourth is needed because/focus your target is not clear if you have no current focus (without it, the fifth line will then restore your previous goal). Below is the list of all secure commands currently available on WoW:
#show*#showtooltip/help/cancelaura/cancelform/cast/castrandom/castsequence/changeactionbar/clearfocus/cleartarget/click/dismount/equipslot+/focus/petagressive/petagressive/petautocastoff/petautocaston/petautocaston/pet
defensive/petfollow/petpassive/petstay/startattack/stopattack/stopcasting/stopmacro/swapactionbar/target/targetenemy/targetfriend/targetlasttarget/targetparty/targetraid/use/userandom #show and #showtooltip are not technically secure commands, but they operate with macro options just like/use and/cast. +/equip and/equipslot is not technically secure since your performance is
available to addons and macro scripts. There are two commands to manipulate the action bar that allows you to change the action bar pages: /changebaraction and /swapactionbar. /changeactionbar takes a number and always switches to that page. One use is for hunters to emulate the stance by having a macro-like pair: / Cast falcon aspect / changeactionbar 1 and / cast
monkey aspect / changeactionbar 2 / swapactionbar takes two page numbers and swaps between them each runs. If you are specified on a page other than one of the two, it will switch to the first page of those two. /swapactionbar 1 2 remove buffs command/cancellation allows you to remove unwanted buffs. For example, the repository can remove the unwanted buff in the
macro with the following command: / Cancel the Redemption Blessing leaving the form excluding warriors, each class with a stance (Druids, priests with Shadowform, Rogue with Stealth, etc.) can use/cancel the form to leave your current form. Example: /cancelform/use Super Healing Potion Stoping a cast/stopcasting was touched on briefly in other contexts but its main use is
used to stop another spell cast that's in progress. It's great for making panic buttons that cut whatever you're doing now in favor of something more important. In Warlock, for example, you can use the following macros: /stopcasting/Shadowburn actors This compilation of what I have learned so far about macros, remember to consider cooldowns especially for rotating macros
using/castsequence. One example in it could be: /castsequence reset = kick target, serpent bite, Arcane shot, steady shot, steady shot, arcane kick shot has 10 seconds cooling, sting is instant defiance but has been shot for 15 seconds and Arcane shot Has cooled off 6 seconds, I put in 2 consecutive constant shots and Arcane's second shot to buy time requires it to refresh the
concussion shot and bite defy so the macro flows constantly until the target is dead or I'll get whatever happens lol first. I really hope this helps you guys in creating macros, I'll add more as I learn more. More.
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